Lesson 4

Excel ANNOYANCES
How to Fix the Most ANNOYING Things About Your Favorite Spreadsheet

- Quash data entry quirks
- Format cells, worksheets, workbook
- Master PivotTables
- Print reports right
- Solve import/export headaches
- End macro madness
...and more

Written by Curtis Frye
Numbers and Symbols

#### (number signs), data appears as in PivotTables, 99
VALUE! error, 59
3D charts, 128
changing colors in, 129
floor turns black, 130
pie explosions in, 130

**A**
A1 notation versus R1C1 notation, 50
Abacus, 59
absolute references
toggling between relative and, 48
versus relative references, 48
Accent Excel Password Recovery, 187
Access
  linking data to Excel worksheet, 147
  moving data between Excel and, 145
tables
copying data from Excel and pasting into, 145
identifying, 133
truncated data in, 147
Advanced Filter command, 79
aggregate functions, 144
alternative data sets, 88
Analyse-it, 55
apostrophes, 153
Arkanoid, 213
array formulas, 58
ASAP Utilities, 10
AutoCorrect feature, 8
  using to advantage, 9
autocounter (database tables), 136
AutoFilter command, 78, 81
AutoFit command, 16
AutoFit Selection command, 16
Autoformat, applying in PivotTables, 98
autonumber record number field (database tables), 136
AVERAGE, 50

**B**
bioinformatics research, 3
blackjack game for Excel 2000 and later versions, 114
blank cells in range, counting, 73
blank rows, removing, 10
buttons, toolbar (see toolbar buttons)

**C**
calculated fields, using in PivotTables, 100–105
Calculated Field command, 101
Calculated Item command, 101
calculations (see formulas, recalculation)
Calculation tab, 60
carriage returns, 7
cells
carriage returns, adding, 7
counting blank cells in range, 73
counting nonblank cells in range, 72
displaying dependent, 57
displaying formulas, 52
formatting (see formatting cells)
highlighting as they change, 55
inserting or deleting multiple, 13
inserting or deleting single, 13
locked versus protected worksheets, 185
marking those containing formulas, 52
pasted, changing formats, 12
performing same operation on group of, 53
referencing in PivotTables, 50
referring to on another worksheet, 49
remembering last active, 15
renaming in named ranges, 69
visible (see visible cells)
Cell Color Assistant, 34
downloading, 35
Certificate Services package, 200
CertMgr.exe, 200
Character Map command, 8
CHARRunner, 129
charts
  2D and 3D graphics packages, 129
  3D (see 3D charts)
  add-ins, 127, 129
adding text to axis, 115
changing vertical axis data, 114
CHARRunner, 129
Chart Wizard (see Chart Wizard)
copying as pictures, 118
copying from Excel to Word, 124
chart image chopped, 127
creating quickly, 108
decision modeling software, 129
disappearing axis labels, 126
disappearing scatter plot point on web page, 122
Drawing toolbar, 117
charts (continued)
dynamic named ranges, 109
error bars, 117
Excel 2003 Chart tool generates wrong r-squared value, 223
Excel 97 bug, 121
false percentages in pie chart, 126
Fill Effects button, 116
formatting elements, 113
Format Axis, 114
Format Data Series, 116, 117, 126
Gantt, 129
gradient contour chart add-in, 129
making normal charts from PivotTables, 121
moving to own worksheet, 118
one series as line and one series as column, 111
pasted chart turns into gray box, 123
Picture tab, 116
Pie Explosion chart type, 111
PivotCharts (see PivotCharts)
preventing printing as draft, 126
printing Excel 97 chart from PowerPoint, 121
printing without surrounding data, 118
Project KickStart, 129
publishing from multiple sheets, 123
representing columns or bars with images, 116
resizing when moved to text box, 122
rotated title text, 124
StatTools, 129
Text Box button, 117
treating series as X-axis label, 113
updating embedded PowerPoint charts, 147
updating from query data, 111
updating with new data, 109
using Goal Seek inside, 119
XY (Scatter) plot chart, 119, 120, 122
XY Scatter graph, 118
Chart Assistant add-in, 127
Chart Objects (Charting) (toolbar button), 193
Chart Wizard
data series and, 108
Gridlines tab, 115
overview, 108
selecting which series is assigned to axis, 119
Titles tab, 109
treating series as X-axis label, 113
updating new data, 109
CLEAN( ) function, 71
clipboard
placing multiple items on, 11
preventing from appearing, 12
Clippy, killing, 2
COL_INDEX_NUM, 83
collections, 201
affecting every member of, 208
ColorIndex values, 33
colors
changing tab color, 28
changing wall or floor fill in charts, 129
repeated in palette, 32
color management, 32-35
copying another workbook’s color palette, 33
custom add-ins, 34
displaying RGB values, 34
replacing repeated colors in palette, 32
translating between color palette position, color name, and ColorIndex value, 33
columns
aligning numbers by decimal point, 42
avoiding duplicate entries in, 21
copying ranges, 4
freezing/unfreezing, 17
hide/unhide, 39
hiding columns and rows at same time, 39
sorting by values in multiple, 76
transposing rows and columns, 13
comments, adding to formulas, 54
CONCATENATE function, 63
conditional formatting, 27
applying incorrect format, 29
based on cell’s value, 29
locating cells with, 30
conditional sum, 71
Connect 4, 222
constants, named, 66
COUNT, 73
COUNTBLANK, 73
COUNTIF function, 72
counting
blank cells in range, 73
nonblank cells in range, 72
unique values in range, 73
values that meet criterion, 72
Create List command, 163
Cryptainer LE, 187
Cryptomathic File2File, 187
CryptoQuote decryption game, 106
Crystal Reports, 180
Currency Style button, 36
currency symbols, foreign, 45
Current Region (Edit) (toolbar button), 192
custom formats, 27, 40-46
adding text to numerical values, 40
aligning numbers by decimal point, 42
creating custom number formats, 40
dates, 42
foreign currency symbols, 45
rounding values, 41
to millions and display “millions” after, 42
setting date, time, or other by region, 44
setting for zip codes, 44
time, 43
Custom Views (View) (toolbar button), 193
cut-and-paste annoyances, 11-14
Cycle Font Color (Format) (toolbar button), 193
D
data
exporting (see exporting data)
importing (see importing data)
preparing for database, 153
problems copying to Outlook, 154
protecting, 184
database records
avoiding duplicate records, 135
bringing in selected, 132-135
controlling number of imported, 135–136
splitting across multiple worksheets, 136
database tables, 136
importing data from more than one
      table, 143
database technology overview, 138
Data Analysis add-in, 92
data entry forms, creating, 19
data entry validation, 18
data formats, special, 19
data lists, 76
      copying only visible cells from, 79
      finding duplicate entries in, 79
LOOKUP() function and, 81
data maps, 221
data series
      Chart Wizard and, 108
      creating without mouse, 5
      automatically extending, 3
Data Validation dialog box, 19, 21, 22
dates
      finding number of workdays
          between two dates, 64
      saving as text, 63
date formats
      custom, 42
      setting by region, 44
day series, converting between numeric
      series and, 5
decimal point, aligning numbers by, 42
decision modeling software, 129
default save location, changing, 14
DeltaGraph, 110
dependent cells, displaying, 57
DigDB, 152
digital certificates, 200
Dim statement, 203
displaying top/bottom values, 78
DJI Computer Solutions, 25
dss.zip, 226
duplicate entries, finding in data lists, 79
dynamic named ranges, 109
E
editing files, multiple people, 7
eGate Internet Solutions, 10
embedding other program files in work-
      books, 148
encryption, 187
events
      #VALUE!, 59
      "PivotTable is not valid", 99
      "Reference is not valid", 104
      blocking from printing, 176
      common in Microsoft Query, 144–
          145
      hiding, 58
      identifying, 56
      Range.Calculate error, 212
      repair mode, workbooks opening
          in, 210
      runtime errors, 211
      Error Checking tab, 56
      running macros when event hap-
          pens, 208
      EXACT() function, 86
Excel, moving data between Access
      and, 145
Excel 2003, 215–226
      Chart tool generates wrong R-
          squared value, 223
      Close button unavailable, 222
      crashing when running other pro-
          grams, 225
      GroupWise incompatibilities,
          222–226
      list creation, 216–217
      menus and functions, 222–224
      random number generator generates
          negative numbers, 224
      removing list borders, 218
      web publishing, 225
      workbook permissions, 188–190
XML, 218–222
      data maps, 221
      exporting data from XML-
          mapped workbook, 222
      inferring schema from XML data,
          219
      populating XML-mapped work-
          book, 221
      schemas overview, 220
      troubleshooting importing sche-
          mas, 219
Excel 97
      chart bug, 121
      copying Word table, 9
correcting incorrect VLOOKUP( )
      result in, 85
Service Release 1, 130
Excel object model, 202
Experience in Software’s Project
      KickStart, 129
exporting data
      format problems, 154
      from XML-mapped workbook, 222
      regional settings, 156
extracting data, hard-to-extract data, 11
F
FacelD.xls, 194
fax, sending worksheet as, 179
files, multiple people editing, 7
file addresses, keeping as plain text, 9
file history, 184
fill handle, using to extend a sequence
      of times, 87
fill series, creating custom, 6
filtering
      by criterion, 78
      copying only visible cells from data
          list, 79
      creating advanced PivotTable filters,
          96
      displaying top/bottom values, 78
      finding duplicate entries in data
          list, 79
      multilevel, 78
      options, 78
      PivotTables by any field, 97
      PivotTable data, 96
      worksheet data, 77
FindFormatting macro, 38
Flash presentations, creating from
      Excel data, 161
fonts
      changing default, 36
      formatting chart elements, 113
      foreign currency symbols, 45
      formats
      searching for cells with specific, 37
      versus styles, 36
      formatting cells
      based on cell’s value, 29
      incorrect conditional format, 29
      locating cells with conditional for-
          mats, 30
INDEX 229
formatting cells (continued)
only a portion, 28
wrapping text, 28
formatting workbooks, 36–39
change default font, 36
creating styles, 37
displaying gridmarks, 38
hide/unhide columns and rows, 39
hide/unhide sheets, 39
replacing styles, 37
styles versus formats, 36
Format Data Series, 116, 117, 126
FormIDEA, 7
forms, creating for data entry, 19
formulas
adding comments to, 54
array, 58
defining errors, 56
defining intersection of two ranges in, 50
deleting while keeping result, 52
displaying in cells, 52
dropping VBA procedure into, 52
elements that can't be traced, 57
finding number of workdays between two dates, 64
finding precedents, 56
managing, 63
marking cells containing, 52
preventing copied formulas from changing cell references, 48
recalculating
controlling, 60
speeding up, 60
relative references versus absolute references, 48
time, displaying as decimal value, 62
toggling between absolute and relative references, 48
updating to use newly defined named ranges, 66
using as validation rules, 20
Formula Auditing toolbar, 56
Formula Manager, 62
FREQUENCY( ) function, 73
frozen rows and columns, 17
functions
COUNTIF, 72
EXACT( ), 86
FREQUENCY( ), 73
HLOOKUP( ), 83
IF( ), 86
INDEX( ) (see INDEX( ) function)
LOOKUP( ) (see LOOKUP( ) function)
MATCH( ) (see MATCH( ) function)
Mid, 70
N( ), 54
nesting functions within, 51
NETWORKDAYS( ), 64
OFFSET, 67
procedure versus sub procedure, 52
QuarterRound, 63
RAND( ), 52
ROMAN( ), 65
text( ), 64
TRIM( ), 71
VLOOKUP( ) (see VLOOKUP( ) function)
WEEKNUM, 65
G
games
ArkanoD, 213
blackjack, 114
Connect 4, 222
CryptoQuote, 106
dss.zip, 226
magic 8-ball, 226
Pac-Man, 46
Rubik's Cube, 80
Space Invaders, 181
tetris, 74
Triple Yahtzee, 144
Unbreakable, 213
games, Pac-Man, 46
Gantt charts, 129
gene sequencing applications, 3
Geometric Trend, 4
Glynn, Robin, 80
Goal Seek, 90
beware of percentages in, 92
using inside chart, 119
golfers, Excel for, 25
Go To command, 30
gradient contour chart add-in, 129
gridmarks, displaying, 38
GroupWise, 222
H
Handicap Manager for Excel, 25
Hawley, David and Raina, 10
headers, keeping constant while scrolling, 17
highlighting cells as they change, 55
HLOOKUP( ) function, 83
HOUR, 62
hours
rounding to quarter of an hour, 63
rounding to tenth of an hour, 62
I
IF( ) function, 86
If...Then criterion statement, 207
importing data, 9–10
from more than one database table, 143
from Word, 10
hard-to-extract data, 11
selected fields only, 152
utility for, 10
Import Spreadsheet Wizard, 145
Import Wizard, 11
INDEX( ) function, 84
finding first or last match in arrays, 87
interactive documents, publishing to web, 150
invalid data, highlighting, 24
ISERROR, 58
L
last row, moving to, 16
Lighting (Drawing) (toolbar button), 193
Linear Trend, 4
linking to external data
breaking links, 151
other program files in workbooks, 148
removing all links, 152
location, changing default save, 14
locked cells versus protected workbooks, 185
LOOKUP( ) function, 81–88
case-sensitive lookups, 86
data lists and, 81
finding first or last match in arrays, 87
look up functions
  case-sensitive lookups, 86
  fill handle, using to extend a
  sequence of times, 87
  finding first or last match in arrays, 87
  (see also HLOOKUP( ) function;
  LOOKUP( ) function;
  VLOOKUP( ) function;
  INDEX( ) function;
  MATCH( ) function)
look up tables, 85

M

macros
  Concatenate Columns of Data, 206
digital certificates, 200
displaying RGB values of color pal-
ette, 34
editing, 198
Export a Text File with Comma and
Quote Delimiters, 206
Find Formatting, 38
force a macro to affect active work-
book, 205
hiding from other workbooks, 206
placing on toolbar or menu, 197
recording, 196
  with relative references, 196
  regional settings export, 156
remem bersing last active cell, 15
removing blank rows, 10
running, 196
  from other workbooks, 198
  running when event happens, 208
  samples on MSDN web site, 206
security, 198–200
slow performance, 207
stepping through, 197
stopping screen from flickering, 206
Total Rows and Columns in an Array,
206
trusted publishers list, 199
  removing entry from, 199
Use Saved Property to Determine If
Workbook Has Changed, 206
viruses, 198
wrapping text, 28
  (see also VBA)
magic 8-ball, 226
magnifying selection, 16
  MATCH( ) function, 84
  finding first or last match in arrays, 87
  MATCH( ) functions, 73
  McCullough, B. D., 55
  Mensink, Bastien, 10
menus
  adding built-in to toolbar, 195
  buttons, showing all, 191
  custom, creating and populating,
  195
  placing macros on, 197
  resetting to default, 195
  showing full, 184
methods, 201
Microsoft Office 2000 Service Release
1/ta, 127
Microsoft Query, 132–144
  adding counting field to query
  results, 139–142
  avoiding duplicate records, 135
  bringing in selected database
  records, 132–135
  common errors, 144–145
  controlling number of imported
  records, 135–136
  Query Properties dialog box, 135
  RecordNumber field, 136
running, 132
Mid function, 70
Miner3D EXCEL Professional, 128
MINUTE, 62
month series, converting between
numeric series and, 5
multivariate problems, solving, 90–92
My Documents folder
  changing default save location from,
  14
N
  N( ) function, 54
  named constants, 66
  named ranges, 65–69
  creating, 65
  creating from multiple worksheets,
  68
  creating self-extending, 67
  OFFSET method, 68
  printing list of, 68
  renaming cells in, 69
  selecting entire, 68
  updating formulas to use newly
defined, 66
  navigation, easy, 15
  Navigator Utilities package, 15
nesting functions, 51
NETWORKDAYS( ) function, 64
New Database Query command, 132
nonblank cells in range, counting, 72
NOW( ), 63
number formats
  adding text to, 40
  aligning numbers by decimal point,
  42
  custom, 40
  rounding values, 41
to millions and display “millions”
after, 42
number signs (####) data appears as
in PivotTables, 99
numeric data series, automatically
extending, 3
numeric series, converting between day
or month series and, 5

O
object-oriented programming, 201
objects, 201
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE)
protocol, 148
Office Navigator, 46
Office Online site, 31
OFFSET function, 67
OLAP (Online Analytical Processing), 99
operation, performing same on group of
cells, 53
Outlook, problems copying data to,
154

OzGrid Business Applications
2D and 3D graphics packages, 129
Cell Color Assistant, 34
Chart Assistant, 127
collection of VBA macros and pro-
gramming resources, 190
Formula Manager, 62
Print Assistant, 174
Report Runner, 164
P

Pac-Man, 46
Page Break Preview mode, 165
Palisade, 129
parsing text
  fixed-length data, 69
  inconsistent length data, 70
passwords
  code-busting technology, 187
  requiring to open or modify workbook, 186
setting on VBA code, 209
setting to hide hidden sheets, 39
  versus encryption, 187
Paste Special command, 52
Paste Special dialog box, 53
Paste Values (Edit) (toolbar button), 192
pasting cells, changing formats, 12
Permissions dialog box, 185
Pie Explosion chart type, 111
  3D charts, 130
PivotCharts, 120
  creating from PivotTables, 120
PivotTables, 93–105
  "PivotTable is not valid" error message, 99
  "Reference is not valid" error message, 104
  add-ins, 98
  applying Autoformat, 98
  changing summary calculations in, 103
  containing two fields with same name, 155
  creating, 94
  creating advanced filters, 96
  data appears as number signs (#####), 99
displaying as percentage of total, 104
filtering by any field, 97
filtering data, 96
hidden data doesn’t appear in summary, 103
learning to use, 93
losing formatting, 100
making normal charts from, 121
PivotCharts (see PivotCharts)
pivoting, 95
  preventing from pivoting, 98
  printing, 176
  referencing cells in, 50
  using calculated fields in, 100
  work in Excel but not on web, 155
PivotTable and PivotChart Report command, 95
PivotTable Assistant, 98
PivotTable AutoFormat XL, 98
PivotTable Helper, 98
PivotTable Report command, 95
PowerPoint
  printing Excel 97 chart from, 121
  updating embedded charts, 147
Power Utility Pak, 127
PQ Systems, 129
presentations, creating Flash from Excel data, 161
  printing, 160–180
  adding gridlines to printout, 171
  adding time and data to printout, 171
  automated report printing, 164
  blocking error messages from, 176
  changing margins, 167
  changing order of pages, 166
  charts without surrounding data, 118
  checking status of print job, 179
  column heading and row labels on every page, 173
  column letter and row numbers, 172
  comments in context, 175
  custom folios, 168
  entire workbook, 161
  Excel 97 chart from PowerPoint, 121
footers
  adding custom, 174
  making more room for, 170
  headers, making room for, 170
  in black and white, 178
  list from worksheet, 162
  making section print every time, 163
  multiple selected sheets, 161
  multiple workbooks, 162
  one page in landscape another in portrait, 168
  only selected regions, 160
optimum print quality, 178
Page Break Preview mode, 165
PivotTables only, 176
  preventing printing charts as draft, 126
  putting and keeping page breaks, 164–166
  report title on every page, 174
  sending worksheet as fax, 179
  setting default printer, 177
  setting paper size and orientation, 168
  worksheet to single page, 160
Project KickStart, 129
properties, 201
protected workbooks, 184
  opening, 186
  protected worksheets versus locked cells, 185
protecting data, 184
Protect Sheet command, 185
Protect Workbook command, 39, 184
Publish As Web Page (File) (toolbar button), 192
Q
QuarterRound function, 63
query data, updating charts from, 111
R
"Reference is not valid" error message, 104
R-squared value, 223
R1C1 notation, 49
  versus A1 notation, 50
RAM, importance of, 123
RAND() function, 52, 224
random values, generating non-repeating, 213
Range.Calculate method, 212
ranges
  copying rows or columns, 4
  counting blank cells in, 73
  counting unique values in, 73
  count nonblank cells in, 72
  defining intersection of two, 50
  named (see named ranges)
  recalculating formulas
  controlling, 60
  speeding up, 60
"Recently used file list" setting, 184
Record Number field (Microsoft Query), 136
records (see database records)
references, relative versus absolute, 48
Refresh Status (Data) (toolbar button), 193
regions, setting date, time, or other
custom formats by, 44
Registry
backing up, 191
editing, 190
relational data, 143
relative references
toggling between absolute and, 48
versus absolute references, 48
remote files, saving, 210
repair mode, workbooks opening in, 210
repeated colors in palette, 32
repeating sequences, creating, 6
Report Runner, 164
Reset Picture (Drawing) (toolbar button), 193
RGB values, displaying, 34
ROMAN( ) workbook function, 65
Roman, Scott, 144
roman numerals, 65
rounding values, 41
to millions and display "millions" after, 42
ROUNDUP, 63
rows
copying ranges, 4
freezing/unfreezing, 17
hide/unhide, 39
hiding columns and rows at same
time, 39
moving to last, 16
removing blank, 10
transposing columns and, 13
Rubik's Cube, 80
runtime errors, 211
S
Save as Web Page command, 149
save location, changing default, 14
Scenario (Tools) (toolbar button), 193
Scenario Manager dialog box, 88
Scenario Values dialog box, 88
scientific equation editor, 59
scrolling
keeping headers constant, 17
multiple areas, 18
preventing Excel from scrolling too
quickly, 25
searching portion of worksheet, 17
SELECT command, 136
Select Visible Cells (Edit) (toolbar button), 192
Series dialog box, 4
defining series of values, 5
options, 5
Service Release
Excel 97 version 1, 130
Microsoft Office 2000 version 1/1a, 127
Set Print Area command, 163
Solver, 90–92
sorting
by custom sort order, 76
by values in multiple columns, 76
left to right, 77
Sort command, 76
spaces, eliminating, 71
Space Invaders, 181
special characters, eliminating, 71
special data formats, 19
split worksheets, 18
SQL
adding counting field to query
results, 139–142
queries, 135
Transact–SQL reference, 136
tutorials, 136
SQL*XL 3, 157
SQL*XL ADO, 157
statistical accuracy, 55
statistical software, 55
StatTools, 55, 129
styles
choosing which elements to apply, 37
creating, 37
replacing, 37
versus formats, 36
Style command, 36
Style dialog box, choosing style ele-
ments to apply, 37
Stylus Studio XML program suite, 217
Sub() procedure, 203
SUBTOTAL( ) formula, 81
sub procedure versus function proce-
dure, 52
SUM, 50
SUMIF, 72
sum values that meet criterion, 71
symbols, adding, 8
Symbol dialog box, 8
Syntext Sernà, 220
T
tabs, changing color, 28
Task pane, 46
Task Pane command, 12
TechVision Software, 7
templates
creating workbook template, 30
creating worksheet templates, 31
downloading, 31
Tetris, 74
text
diving into multiple columns, 70
eliminating spaces and special char-
acters, 71
parsing fixed-length substrings, 69
parsing inconsistent length data, 70
TEXT( ) function, 64
text wrapping, 28
time
adding hours, minutes, or seconds
to, 64
fill handle, using to extend a
sequence of times, 87
saving as text, 63
time formats
custom, 43
setting by region, 44
time series
creating, 5
extending, 5
time values
displaying as decimal value, 61
rounding to quarter of an hour, 63
rounding to tenth of an hour, 62
toolbars
adding built-in menu to, 195
creating custom, 194
hide or display, 194
placing macros on, 197
resetting to default, 195
toolbar buttons
  adding, 192
  adding new, 193
changing appearance, 193
Scenario (Tools), 193
showing all, 191
Trace Precedents command, 56
translating formula elements, 57
Transact-SQL reference, 136
transposing rows and columns, 13
Treeplan, 129
TRIM( ) function, 71
Triple Yahtzee, 144

U
Unbreakable, 213
Undo, increasing number of levels of, 190
unique values in range, counting, 73
Unprotect Workbook command, 39
URLs, keeping as plain text, 9
utilities and add-ins
  Abacus, 59
  Accent Excel Password Recovery, 187
  Analyse-it, 55
  Arkanoid, 213
  ASAP Utilities, 10
  blackjack game for Excel 2000 and
  later versions, 114
  Cell Color Assistant, 35
  CertMgr.exe, 200
  CHARTRunner, 129
  Connect 4, 222
  Cryptainer LE, 187
  Cryptomathic File2File, 187
  CryptoQuote decryption game, 106
  Crystal Reports, 180
  DeltaGraph, 110
  DigDB, 152
  dss.zip, 226
  FaceID.xls, 194
  FORMIDEA, 7
  Formula Manager, 62
gradient contour chart add-in, 129
Handicap Manager for Excel, 25
Import Wizard, 11
macro samples on MSDN, 206
magic 8-ball, 226
Miner3D EXCEL Professional, 128

Navigator Utilities package, 15
Office Navigator, 46
Office Online, 31
opening protected workbooks, 187
OzGrid Business Applications
  (see OzGrid Business Applications)
Pac-Man, 46
PivotTable Assistant, 98
PivotTable AutoFormat XL, 98
PivotTable Helper, 98
Power Utility Pak, 127
Project KickStart, 129
Report Runner, 164
Rubik's Cube, 80
Space Invaders, 181
SQL'XL ADDO, 157
statistical software, 55
StatTools, 55, 129
Stylus Studio XML program suite, 217
Syntext Seren, 220
Tetris, 74
Treeplan, 129
Triple Yahtzee, 144
Unbreakable, 213
VeriSign, 200
WinSTAT, 55
Xatellitesheet, 125
Xcelsius, 161
XLStat, 55
XLSTAT-3DPlot, 128
XLSTAT-Pivot, 102
XLSTAT-Pro, 128
XMLSpy, 220
XML Diff, 220

V
validation, 18
  highlighting invalid data, 24
Validation command, 18, 21
validation criteria
  avoiding duplicate entries in col-
  umns, 21
  using data in other worksheets as, 21
validation rules
  copying to other cells, 24
  creating messages for, 22–24
  using formulas as, 20
values
  looking up in any column, 84–85
  looking up in data lists, 81–84
van Gelder, Rob, 114
Variants, 203
VBA, 201–212
  abbreviating object references, 209
  adding comments to code, 204
  affecting every member of collection,
  208
  can't save file without network con-
  nection, 210
  continuing code on next line, 204
  creating function procedure, 205
  creating new code module, 201
  creating string from values in more
  than one cell, 208
  creating sub procedure, 202
  creating workbook with worksheets
  for each month, 212
datatypes, 203
  force a macro to affect active work-
  book, 205
  generating non-repeating random
values, 213
If...Then criterion statement, 207
picking random entries from list,
  213
procedure, dropping into formula,
  52
runtime errors, 211
setting passwords on code, 209
variables, 203
  creating variables that refer to
objects, 204
  declaring before using, 204
  viewing Excel object model, 202
(see also macros)
VeriSign, 200
visible cells
  copying from filtered list, 79
  summarizing, 81
Visible Cells toolbar button, 80
Visual Basic Editor, 52, 202
VLOOKUP( ) function, 82–84
case-sensitive lookups, 86
  correcting incorrect result in Excel
  97, 85
  fill handle, using to extend a
  sequence of times, 87
finding first or last match in arrays, 87
problems mixing text and numbers in lookup table, 85
speeding up multiple lookups, 87

W
"what-if" analysis, 88–92
creating scenarios, 88
finding values that generate specific results, 89
Solver, using to solve multivariate problems, 90–92
Walkenbach, John, 127
Watch Window, 54
web addresses, keeping as plain text, 9
web publishing
controlling worksheets, 150
Excel 2003, 225
Excel data, 149
interactive documents, 150
PivotTables work in Excel but not on web, 155
WEEKNUM function, 65
weeks, finding number of, 65
Wilson, Berry, 55
WinSTAT, 55
Word tables, copying into Excel 97, 9
workbooks
calculations (see recalculating formulas)
copying another workbook's color palette, 33
creating template, 30
creating worksheets for each month, 212
digitally sign, 200
embedding other program files, 148
Excel 2003 permissions, 188–190
exporting data from XML-mapped, 222
hiding macros from other workbooks, 206
linking other program files, 148
opening in repair mode, 210
opening protected, 186
populating XML-mapped, 221
protection, 184
Protect Workbook command, 39
requiring passwords to open or modify, 186
Unprotect Workbook command, 39
formatting (see formatting workbooks)
worksheets
changing tab colors, 28
creating named ranges from multiple, 68
creating templates, 31
dividing into multiple scrollable areas, 18
filtering data, 77
hide/unhide, 39
moving charts to own, 118
multiple, entering data into, 6
printing (see printing)
protected versus locked cells, 185
referring to cells on another, 49
remembering last active cell, 15
searching portion of, 17
split, 18
splitting database records across multiple, 136
wrapping text, 28
X
Xatellitesheet, 125
Xcelsius, 161
XLStat, 55
XLSTAT-3DPlot, 128
XLSTAT-Pivot, 102
XLSTAT-Pro, 128
XMLSpy, 220
XML Diff, 220
XML in Excel 2003, 218–222
data maps, 221
exporting data from XML-mapped workbook, 222
inferring schema from XML data, 219
populating XML-mapped workbook, 221
schemas overview, 220
troubleshooting importing schemas, 219
XY (Scatter) plot chart, 119, 120, 122
XY Scatter graph, 118
Y
Yahtzee, 144
Z
zeros, retaining leading, 2
zip codes, 44
Zoom field, 16